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Date: 04/12/201 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am pleased to write this letter of recommendation for recognition for ORPE Human Rights Advocates, and for full 

accreditation of Edward T Moises.  

I am Daniel Dormoy, Program Director of the Leadership Development Initiative at the United States Institute of 

Leadership and Diplomacy (USILD). The program provides opportunity to leaders or aspiring leaders who want to 

enhance their leadership skills and professional development with a focus in international affairs. Participants are trained 

to become excellent decision-makers and excellent negotiators in international setting. This executive program 

examines issues by exploring insights from hermetic and metaphysics considerations, adaptive leadership modeled on 

Moses and Christ's leadership, moral psychology, professional ethics, and rule in accordance to a higher law.  Dr. Moises 

is one of those lecturers who regularly comes to profess in this program.  

Dr. Moises is not unknown at the United States Institute of Leadership and Diplomacy. He is not unknown either to me. 

We’ve been working together for many years now. He is a lecturer and a fervent human rights advocate who has been 

sharing with participants and us his insight and experience of the practices of the rule of law, and human rights abuses 

by the rogue states. We’ve been working together on a range of issues and programs destined to promote human dignity, 

especially the programs promoted by Orpe Human Rights Advocates. I am able to testify that he has a proven trackable 

records of circumstantial facts that establish and testify him as a decent man of a good moral character. His COVID-19’s 

Initiative of Operation Face Masks that had contributed in saving lives of our fellow human beings measure the greatness 

of his soul centered on the premise of helping others change their lives for better. The University of Maryland Baltimore 

Washington Medical Center, the Johns Hopkins Medicine, were impacted by the greatness of Dr. Moises’ soul. His 

humanitarian actions in direction of supporting people in need including low-incomes, homeless, and veterans defines 

his decency and traits that characterize his personality. 

Public and I have had the opportunity to observe and evaluate the intrinsic perspectives and agendas of the various 

projects associated with the advancement of human rights around the world. Although not yet in maturity phase, the 

initiative of Restoring Human Dignity promoted by Orpe Human Rights Advocates under the master mind of Dr. Moises 

is unique. The immigration legal services component that constitutes the subject matter of this letter of recommendation 

is driven with the idea of assisting detained immigrants’ families and immigrants who cannot afford the services of 

private lawyers get relieved. Knowing his talents, it is undisputable that Moises has the required knowledge and expertise 

of immigration law.   Moises’ honest, pragmatic, and hopeful insight into immigrant communities’ problems and needs, 

and his ability to examine the issues and listen closely to the public's questions and concerns, sets him far apart from the 

other projects of a similar mission. Thus, I am writing this letter today to express my support and recommend for the 

recognition of his organization “Orpe Human Rights Advocates” and for his full accreditation before the BIA.  

Any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at email: ddormoy@usild.org   

Sincerely, 

Daniel Dormoy 

Program Director  


